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The count() function returns a live collection length, equivalent of contacts.length. These can optionally be bound and passed into each component, for example you may wish to log out the total length of your collection somewhere, and also pass the index of the particular contact into a function Output: C++ templates are a powerful tool that can be used to build expressive and reusable code. By combining C++ templates with the powerful Standard
Template Library (STL), you can build a variety of structures and algorithms. This book explains templates, shows how to use them in real-world programs, and provides practical examples of how they can be used to build robust and extensible code. As usual, not everything is self-explanatory, combining new features gives you even more power, and there are hidden traps.The book covers the motivation for and context of all new C++17 features

(covering both language and library) with many examples and unique background information for application programmers as well as library developers. The focus is on how these features impact day-to-day programming, what effect combining features can have, and how you can benefit from them in practice. C++17 is the next evolution in modern C++ programming, now supported by major c++ compilers g++, clang, and Visual C++. Although
adopting C++17 it is not as big a step as adopting C++11, C++17 does contain a large number of valuable language and library features, which support and change the way we program in C++.
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The C++ programming language is a powerful tool for general-purpose
programming. C++ templates are a key feature of C++, giving

programmers a way to express complex code without writing specific code
for each case. In this book, you will learn how to use templates effectively
with real-world examples to build more flexible and maintainable software.
This practical guide shows programmers how to exploit the full power of the

template features in C++. C++ templates are a powerful programming
technique that allow the programmer to structure programs by selecting

values instead of by writing specific code for each case. They often increase
the flexibility, efficiency, and maintainability of your programs. This book

explains templates as well as how to build them, including their
fundamental syntax, when and how to use them, and the benefits and

limitations of each method for your C++ projects. The book begins with a
tutorial on the basics of templates, then covers more advanced topics such
as template design, template patterns, template metaprogramming (which
is growing fast as a programming technique), and template programming
techniques from a higher level language. Finally, you will learn about the
latest template features, such as generic programming, more container

types (vector and list), and functions of more than one parameter.
0201734842B21122002 A C++ programmer should know about the

dangers of the infamous void type. The size of void forces you to make
premature assumptions about return values and, in turn, forces the

compiler to make similarly questionable assumptions about types. This
problem with void is compounded when you use it to defer the definition of
a template function. But even with void, there are a number of other types,
such as int, double, and pointer, that should not be used as arguments to

templates because they are too general. In contrast, the standard container
classes, such as vector and list, are a safe way to accept such types.
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